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Abstract
This paper explores the grammaticalisation of two particular construc-
tions in the Arabic vernaculars, seeking to provide an account of the relevant
grammaticalisations paths and the commonality between then, using LFG as
the theoretical model of morphosyntactic change. The two constructions ex-
press the PROGRESSIVE and the Universal PERFECT respectively. While their
synchronic syntax has been recently analysed, here we address the task of ex-
ploring how hypotheses of reconstructed developmental paths that have led to
the formation/grammaticalisation of these constructions could be accounted
for by using the machinery of LFG. In particular, we observe how change
does not necessarily constitute, or equate to, changes at the c-structure level.
Alternatively, changes in function need not be accompanied by, or correlated
with changes in form. While appreciating that the synchronic syntaxes of
the two constructions under consideration are distinct, we observe how they
share part of the developmental path that has led to their respective forma-
tion, and that is the shift from adjunction to embedding; a shift also observed
in syntactic developments in Indo-European.
1 Introduction
The constructions to be discussed here are first the PROGRESSIVE construction, and
the other, the Universal PERFECT construction. In each case we are concerned with
the emergence of what are functionally verbal auxiliary elements and the emer-
gence of a dedicated structure for the expression of a particular meaning. The
analytical deductions presented here, as well as the hypothesised grammaticali-
sation trajectories are not derived from any historical evidence, given the lack of
written material for the vernacular Arabic varieties. Rather, the conclusions made
are constructed by microvariation observed when comparing the synchronic syn-
tax of the different varieties, and the cues provided through whatever diachronic
morphosyntactic vestiges are available within their different grammars.
Both the constructions to be considered here express ASPECTual values and in-
volve some form of verbal auxiliation, but beyond this, they have/call for/motivate
rather distinct synchronic syntactic analyses. Notwithstanding this difference, our
aim here is to suggest that there are significant common aspects to the diachronic
path of development in these cases. In particular, we suggest that a change from ad-
junction to embedding is common to both, in particular from an XADJ to an XCOMP
possibly as the result of argument-extension. It is following this point (and hence
from this point forward) in the grammaticalisation process that the constructions
develop their distinct paths. The change from clausal adjunction to clausal em-
bedding has been said to characterise a number of syntactic shifts that have taken
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place through time across Indo-European (Kiparsky, 1995), but we are not aware
of any previous theoretically oriented work hypothesising such a development in
the literature on Arabic.
These two constructions provide fertile ground for exploring grammaticalisa-
tion from an LFG perspective: they are rich in terms of morphosyntactic diversity
across the various Arabic vernaculars (giving rise to a range of form-function mis-
matches), and their synchronic syntax is now reasonably well-understood (they
have both been the focus of some recent work). They also exemplify the two ways
with which LFG deals with the analysis of auxiliaries, following Falk (2008).
Synchronically, the auxiliary ga¯Qid in the PROGRESSIVE construction in (1) is
a co-head with the lexical verb, in an AUX-feature analysis. The combination of
this form with the following imperfective form of the lexical verb contributes the
feature ASPECT = PROG to the f-structure (alongside a TNS value) (Camilleri and
Sadler, 2017). On the other hand, the auxiliary that functions as the main exponent
of the universal perfect in Arabic, which in the case of the Syrian construction in
(2) is il (in its inflectioned forms), is a PRED-taking auxiliary, and the construction
behaves as a raising structure (Camilleri, 2017, under review).
(1) al-mugˇtama
DEF-society.SGM
ga¯Qid
sit.ACT.PTCP.SGM
i-t


-t


awwar
3SGM-REFL-develop.IMPV
The society is developing. Bahraini: Persson (2009a, 266)
(2) (muna)
Muna
il-a
to-3SGF.GEN
h


amst
five
iyya¯m
day.PL
bi-l-èabis
in-DEF-prison
Muna has been in prison for five days. Syrian: Hallman (2016, 77)
We first briefly say a word on grammaticalisation and work on grammaticali-
sation in LFG. In x3 and x4, we then discuss the grammaticalisation of the PRO-
GRESSIVE and Universal PERFECT constructions, respectively. x5 concludes.
2 Grammaticalisation
Grammaticalisation is a mechanism that takes place time through time whereby
independent lexical items start losing parts of their lexical content and eventually
come to express grammatical functions and meanings (Meillet, 1912), following
clines (Bybee et al., 1994a; Hopper and Traugott, 2003). These changes do not
occur in a vacuum, but rather are internal to syntactic structures. Together with the
grammaticalisation of the lexical items, we also find the eventual grammaticalisa-
tion of a construction itself (Hopper and Traugott, 2003). Such grammaticalisa-
tion is often linked to the notions of deinflection and loss of agreement (Lehmann,
1995).
Work on grammaticalisation in LFG features particularly in the works of Butt
(1996), Barron et al. (1997), Schwarze (2001), and Camilleri and Sadler (2017).
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Butt and Lahiri (2002); Butt and Geuder (2003); Seiss (2009); Butt and Lahiri
(2013), for instance, have been central to the discussion of how grammaticalisa-
tion distinguishes between auxiliaries and light verbs, and how this difference is
reflected at the level of theory; while the latter can form complex predicate struc-
tures, and are themselves an end on a cline, on the other hand, auxiliaries are on a
distinct grammaticalisation cline, and this precludes them from forming complex
predicate structures.
The overarching theme present in Vincent (2001); Vincent and Bo¨rjars (2010);
Bo¨rjars et al. (2016) is that of using the architecture of LFG as a means with which
to better understand grammaticalisation and change by exploiting, accounting for,
and dealing with a number of form-function mismatches. Previous discussions
have concentrated on how meaning shifts and change need not affect the external
syntactic structure in any way. The string may well remain the same, and the ob-
served change has to do with the functional structure. This is the case when we
observe the change that occurs when shifting from clausal adjunction to embed-
ding. In other instances, meaning shifts and changes result from changes in the
a-structure with no changes in either the c- or the f-structure, as would be the case
of the phase in the formation of a raising predicate once what’s left is the loss of
the SUBJ’s thematicity.
In what follows we use LFG very much in the way that others have used LFG
within the domain of grammaticalisation, i.e. both to guide the step-by-step process
that we hypothesise took place, and to illustrate how the change may effect, in
distinct ways, either the f-, the c-, or the a-structures, and a change at one level of
syntactic structure, e.g. the f-structure, need not have an effect on the c-structure,
or vice-versa.
3 Grammaticalisation of the PROGRESSIVE construction
We start with the development of the progressive constructions (illustrated in (3),
with (3a) repeated from (1) above), using the active participle ga¯Qid/gˇa¯lis (lexical
meaning ‘sit’) in auxiliary function, with a following imperfective lexical verb.
This is found across the different Arabic vernaculars, but is not found in Classical
Arabic.
(3) a. al-mugˇtama
DEF-society.SGM
ga¯Qid
sit.ACT.PTCP.SGM
i-t


-t


awwar
3SGM-REFL-develop.IMPV
The society is developing. Bahraini: Persson (2009a, 266)
b. ya¯lis
sit.ACT.PTCP.SGM
yi-bni
3SGM-build.IMPV
Qma¯ra
building
He is building a building. Emirati: Jarad (2015, 102)
The construction in (3) is just one of a number of strategies employed to ex-
press progressive aspect, through which we understand that given states or actions
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are in progress at a particular reference time. These include the use of the imperfec-
tive verb form itself (which also expresses HABITUAL and CONTINUOUS readings)
(Mitchell and al Hassan, 1994; Camilleri and Sadler, 2017); the use of the active
participial forms of the lexical verb (subject to restrictions as to lexical aktionsart
and not available in all dialects);1 the use of auxiliary forms such as: Qamma¯l
lit. ‘doing’ and shortened counterparts in Levantine/Mesapotamian dialects (Agius
and Harrak, 1987); grammaticalisation of the copula ‘be’ in (certain) Anatolian di-
alects (Akkus¸, 2016); the use of prefixes such as bi-[non-1SG]/bayn-[1SG] in (S


aQa¯nı¯)
Yemeni (Watson, 1993); ka-/ta- in Moroccan and Algerian (Harrell (1962); Heath
(2013); Souag (2006)); and the use of an imperfective form + fi ‘in’, in the case
of transitive verbs in Tunisian and Libyan (Mion (2004); Pallottino (2016); Mc-
Neil (2017); Bo¨rjars et al. (2016)). Beyond this diversity, the vernaculars all have
in common the use of the auxiliaries ga¯Qid/gˇa¯lis (and their phonological variants
and/or cliticised or affixed counterparts), which precede imperfective verb-forms.
These forms are morphologically inflecting active participial forms that have lex-
ical meanings that range from ‘sitting; staying; remaining’ in most vernaculars
to more bleached uses of ‘be located; situated’ and exist in dialects such as Cha-
dian and Libyan (Absi and Sinaud, 1968; Rubin, 2005; Pereira, 2008). In Maltese
the lexical counterpart of the form qiegèed has in fact become highly lexicalised,
meaning ‘stagnant’ and ‘unemployed’.
This progressive construction is given attention in a number of descriptive
works e.g. Johnstone (1967); Cuvalay (1991); Brustad (2000); Mion (2004), and
has also received some analytic attention, e.g. Woidich (1995); Persson (2009b);
Persson (2013); Jarad (2015). Camilleri and Sadler (2017) analyse examples like
(3) as involving a feature-bearing auxiliary that co-heads the structure together with
the lexical predicate, arguing both against an analysis where the construction could
be analysed as a complex predicate construction, with ga¯Qid/gˇa¯lis analysed as light
verb, as well as an analysis where these auxiliaries headed the construction on their
own as PRED-taking auxiliaries. Building on this analysis, in this contribution we
consider the possible developmental path that has led to the grammaticalisation of
this construction in Arabic.2
The development of a progressive auxiliary from a posture verb is quite a com-
mon grammaticalisation path crosslinguistically (e.g. Bybee and Dahl (1989); By-
bee et al. (1994b); Heine (1993); Heine and Kuteva (2002); Seiss (2009)). Here
we suggest a possible diachrony for this development in Arabic, using LFG to for-
malise our hypothesis.
1See Borg (1988); Henkin (1992); Woidich (1995); Mughazy (2005); Procha´zka and Batan
(2015); Camilleri (2016).
2The reader should keep in mind that this grammaticalisation should also be understood within
the current synchronic context where in a number of dialects, the imperfective morphological form
itself is still able to express a PROGRESSIVE reading. Additionally, and consistent with Deo’s (2015)
Imperfective cycle, this construction is broadening to express habitual and characterising readings
alongside the event-in-progress reading, as discussed in Camilleri and Sadler (2017), as well as a
number of more specific DURATIVITY, INCEPTIVE and CONTINUATIVE meanings in certain dialects.
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The initial core meaning of the ACT.PTCP of the posture verbs involved is ‘sit-
ting’, which is intransitive. In synchronic structures such as (4) the additional
locative NPs and PPs are adjuncts.
(4) a. sˇa¯f
see.PFV.3SGM
walad
boy
mu¯
NEG
Pa¯Qid,
sit.ACT.PTCP.SGM
fbi-l-èadı¯Pag
in-DEF-garden
He saw a boy (that is) not sitting in the garden.
Lebanese: Ghadgoud (2018, 245) - Pa¯Qid<SUBJ> + PP ADJ
b. niswa¯n
woman.PL
ga¯Qd-ı¯n
sit.ACT.PTCP-PL
fhinı¯g
here
The women are sitting here.
Gulf Arabic: Persson (2009a, 249) - ga¯Qid<SUBJ> + (locative) NP ADJ
The very initial stage prior to any grammaticalisation might have involved a
clausal ADJ, predicated of the matrix SUBJ. Circumstantial adjunct clauses (or
èa¯l) clauses) are very common in Arabic (Badawi et al. (2003); Ryding (2005);
Persson (2009a)). They can be verbal, involving imperfective or participial forms,
thus explaining why the associated synchronic verb in the progressive construction
is never perfective in form or non-verbal, and either asyndetic or syndetic. The
eventuality in the matrix is understood as taking place concurrently with whatever
eventuality is expressed by the circumstantial clause — generally, but not always,
the subject is shared. Given this we hypothesize that the initial stage is along
the lines of (5), as exemplified by (6) (and many other examples) along with the f-
structure associated with (6c) (note that (6c) additionally shows that circumstantials
can have disjoint subjects).
(5) Stage 0: ‘sitting<SUBJ>’ + XADJ, with ("SUBJ) = ("XADJ SUBJ)
(6) a. ana
I
ga¯Qid-a
sit.ACT.PTCP-SGF
fwa
CONJ
a-Gsil
1SG-wash.IMPV
aT-Tiya¯bg
DEF-clothes
I am sitting (and) washing clothes.
Gulf Arabic: Persson (2009a, 250)
ga¯Qid<SUBJ> + circumstantial XADJ introduced by wa ‘and’
b. lage¯-ta-h
find.PFV-1SG-3SGM.ACC
ga¯Qid
sit.ACT.PTCP.SGM
fya-smaQ
3SGM-hear.IMPV
al-gis


idahg
DEF-poem
I found him sitting down listening to the poem.
Wa¯di Ramm Jordanian: Almashaqba et al. (2015, 162)
ga¯Qid<SUBJ> + syndetic circumstantial XADJ
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c. gˇi-t
come.PFV-1SG
fwa-hum
CONJ-3PLM.NOM
gˇa¯lis-in
sit.ACT.PTCP-PLM
fi
in
biyu¯t-hum
house.PL-3PLM.GEN
fmu-rta¯è-ingg
PASS.PTCP-relax-PLM
I came while they were sitting in their houses relaxed.
(S


aQa¯nı¯) Yemeni: Watson (1993, 380)
(7) 266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
PRED ‘COME<SUBJ>’
SUBJ
264 PRED ‘PRO’PERS 1
NUM SG
375
ADJ
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
266666666666666666666666666666666664
COMPFORM AND
PRED ‘SITTING<SUBJ>’
SUBJ
26664
PRED ‘PRO’
PERS 3
NUM PL
GEND M
37775
XADJ
("
PRED RELAXED<SUBJ>
SUBJ
#)
ADJ
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
26666666666664
PRED ‘IN<OBJ>’
OBJ
2666666664
PRED ‘HOUSE<POSS>’
NUM PL
POSS
26664
PRED ‘PRO’
PERS 3
NUM PL
GEND M
37775
3777777775
37777777777775
9>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>;
377777777777777777777777777777777775
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
We hypothesise increased cohesion, and reanalysis of the XADJ as an XCOMP:
(8) Stage I: ‘sitting<SUBJ, XCOMP>’ where ("SUBJ) = ("XCOMP SUBJ)
Synchronically, there is of course an asyndetic relation between the auxiliary
and the lexical verb in the progressive construction, while the circumstantial con-
struction (see (6)) occurs with both syndetic and asyndetic linkage of the adjunct.
We hypothesise the reanalysis of adjunction into embedding (as a result of in-
creased cohesion) did not necessarily go hand-in-hand with simultaneous disap-
pearance of the syndetic linkage (using wa which is synchronically the coordi-
nating particle) at the point of functional reanalysis. The elimination of syndetic
marking may have only taken place later, when the structure was understood as in-
volving one eventuality, rather than two, although adjacency itself potentially plays
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an important role as a trigger for structural analysis. Here structural analysis in-
volves essentially argument-structure extensions rather than c-structure changes.3
We hypothesize that the next stage involved the semantic bleaching of ‘sitting’
into a wider spatial location, resulting in the SUBJ’s loss of thematicity (in these
contexts), giving a raising structure:
(9) Stage II: ‘sitting<XCOMP>SUBJ’ where ("SUBJ) = ("XCOMP SUBJ)
Hand in hand with this we suggest that semantic changes emerged in the lex-
ical counterpart of the active participle, with NP/PP ADJs being reanalysed as
OBJloc/OBL GFs with argument extension to ‘ga¯Qid<SUBJ, fOBJlocjOBLg>’. Syn-
chronically, as well as the ‘fully postural’ lexical uses in (4)-(6) above, we find
evidence of a ‘functional split’ Hopper and Traugott (2003) or ‘divergence’ Heine
and Reh (1984), where one of the lexical meanings of ga¯Qid is (transitive) ‘stay-
ing/remaining’.
(10) a. hu¯wa
he
la¯gi
find.ACT.PTCP.SGM
l-zˇeww
DEF-ambiance.SGM
mlı¯è
good.SGM
fa
so
ga¯Q@d
stay.ACT.PTCP.SGM
Ga¯di
there
He found that the ambiance is good, so he is staying there.
Libyan: Pereira (2008, 402) - ga¯Qid<SUBJ, OBJLOC>
b. Pinta
you
ga¯Qid
stay.ACT.PTCP.SGM
fi
in
tsˇa¯d
Chad
walla?
INTERROG.MRKR
Are you staying in Chad?
Chadian: Absi and Sinaud (1968, 126) - ga¯Qid<SUBJ, OBL>
The final stage of grammaticalisation of the progressive construction involves
loss of the auxiliary’s PRED value, and the fusion of the bi-clausal f-structure into a
mono-clausal one, in which ga¯Qid functions as an AUX-feature, while the XCOMP’s
PRED now functions as the (lexical) co-head in the same f-structure as ga¯Qid.
(11) Stage III: Loss of ga¯Qid’s PRED value; XCOMP PRED > matrix PRED
What is left from the (original) lexical ‘sitting’ is merely the temporal unbound-
edness of the erstwhile stative eventuality, a situation which lends itself rather eas-
ily to the development of a PROGRESSIVE (or CONTINUOUS/DURATIVE) interpre-
tation (Kuteva, 1999). This stage accounts for the data in (3) and other presented
in Camilleri and Sadler (2017). Once established, the progressive AUX+main
verb construction has undergone further morphosyntactic and morphophonological
changes (in some varieties) going down the grammaticalisation cline: (full verb)
3For the languages she looks at in her account of clause fusion, Fischer (2007, 214) couples
adjacency with the presence of some sort of anaphoric relation between the clauses, in order for them
to eventually result in some integrated structure. This coheres with the obligatory SUBJ structure-
sharing across clauses we find in the progressive construction.
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> auxiliary > clitic > affix (Hopper and Traugott, 2003, 108). The Iraqi exam-
ple in (12) illustrates the full lexical form ga¯Qid (meaning ‘sitting’) as well as the
synchronic prefix de- attached onto the imperfective form, realizing PROGRESSIVE
ASPECT, and diachronically derived from ga¯Qid.
(12) Maryam
Mary
de-ti-lQab
PROG-3SGF-play.IMPV
fwahiya
CONJ.3SGF.NOM
ga¯Qd-a
sit.ACT.PTCP-SGF
Qala
on
l-kursı¯g
DEF-chair
Maryam is playing while she is sitting on the chair. Iraqi
The reconstruction of the diachronic path suggested here is largely hypothet-
ical, because we do not have solid historical data for the spoken vernaculars, and
neither do any of these synchronic varieties provide unambiguous evidence of the
intermediate stage II where the auxiliary is still a PRED-taking auxiliary, involving
a sense along the lines of:
(13) The clothes are lying (in some spatial location) drying/to dry.
If the argument made by Butt and Lahiri (2002), Butt and Geuder (2003) and
Butt and Lahiri (2013) that light verbs are diachronic dead ends is correct, then a
complex predicate construction containing a light-verb is ruled out as a diachronic
precursor to the synchronic AUX-feature progressive construction. The alterna-
tive is that the AUX-feature analysis of the synchronic progressive construction has
most likely developed out of a raising predicate, postulating an instance of the tra-
jectory described by Vincent (2001, 24): “For a verb to develop into a raising verb
involves the loss of theta-role assignment to one of its argument positions, a kind of
semantic bleaching. If a verb goes on to full auxiliary status [as is the case with
‘have’ in PERFECT constructions, in English], the bleaching goes a step further and
both subject and object arguments lose their independent thematic value”.4 Figure
1 visually represents the hypothesised diachronic developments.5
4 Grammaticalisation of the Universal Perfect
The perfect is often thought of (from a Eurocentric point of view) as a gram-
matical construction which essentially involves an auxiliary together with a par-
ticipial form. We can distinguish two broad types of interpretation; the Existen-
tial/experiential perfect and the Universal/continuous perfect (McCawley, 1971,
4Of course, not all PRED-bearing auxiliaries are appropriately analysed as raising predicates
(Falk, 2008).
5Though we cannot discuss this additional development here, it should be noted that at least in
some varieties, ga¯Qid is also emerging (or is already established) as a copula. For these cases a
similar path to that schematised in Figure 1 is additionally envisaged.
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0:
ga¯Qid <SUBJ>
+ ADJ/XADJ (verbal)
I:
ga¯Qid<SUBJ, XCOMP>
II:
ga¯Qid<XCOMP>SUBJ
III:
ga¯Qid
ASP = PROG
Figure 1: Grammaticalisation of ga¯Qid
1981; McCoard, 1978). The universal perfect conveys the meaning that the occur-
rence of an eventuality persists until reference time, in contrast to the existential
reading, which merely asserts that the (episodic) occurrence of an eventuality re-
mains of current relevance at reference time. This semantic distinction is conveyed
in English by the presence/absence of a for or since adjunct PP (Dowty, 1979;
Iatridou et al., 2001; Portner, 2003, 2011), as in the contrast in (14).
(14) a. Mary has lived in London for five years. Universal perfect
b. Mary has lived in London. Existential perfect
In (dialectal) Arabic the perfective form is ambiguous between the simple past
tense and the existential perfect (Fassi-Fehri, 2003).
(15) sˇif-t-ha
see.PFV-1SG-3SGF.ACC
I saw it (F)/her. Past TENSE
I have seen it (F)/her. Present PERFECT
The universal/continuous perfect can be expressed by means of the construc-
tion shown in (16) for SanQa¯ni Yemeni, Syrian, and Tunisian respectively.6 These
auxiliary forms have developed from prepositional predicates and we reflect this
in our morphosyntactic gloss, with no intended consequence for their f-structure
analysis.
(16) a. (Qayn-i)
eye.SGF-1SG.GEN
la-ha¯
to-3SGF.GEN
Tala¯t
three
iyya¯m
day.PL
bi-t-u¯zˇaQ-ni
PROG-3SGF-hurt.IMPV-1SG.ACC
My eye has been hurting me for three days. Yemeni: Watson (1993, 80)
6This is not the only means whereby the universal perfect can be expressed. We leave fuller
discussion of the range of possibilities, and whether they might be diachronically related to structures
of the type shown in (16) for future work.
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b. (munai)
Muna
(s


a¯r)-l-ai
become.PFV.3SGM-to-3SGF.GEN
h


amst
five
iyya¯m
day.PL
bi-l-èabis
in-DEF-prison
Muna has been in jail for five days. Syrian: Hallman (2016, 89)
c. Qref-t-ek
know.PFV-1SG-2SG.ACC
Qind-i
at-1SG.GEN
Qam
year
I have known you for a year. Tunisian
To our knowledge Holes and Haddad (1984), Ingham (1994), Watson (1993)
were the first to label this construction explicitly as a continuous perfect, in their de-
scription of Bahraini, Nejdi, and (SanQa¯ni) Yemeni, respectively. Hallman (2016)
provides the first syntactic account of the construction (for Syrian), while Camilleri
(2016) provides a distinct syntactic analysis for the Maltese counterpart to the Syr-
ian construction. The details of these (different) syntactic analyses do not concern
us here. Note however that Hallman’s observation that the inflection on il (and/or
the NP which may double it) must be the SUBJ of the construction, because we find
the 3SGF pleonastic form in the context of weather verbs (see (17)), is relevant to
what follows.
(17) il-a
to-3SGF.GEN
h


amst
five
iyya¯m
day.PL
mGayym-e
clouded-SGF
It’s been cloudy for five days. Syrian: Hallman (2016, 83)
This construction is rather different from what we perceive a perfect construc-
tion to be from a Eurocentric viewpoint. However, Camilleri (2017) argues that
the origin of the grammaticalisation of the universal PERFECT in Arabic paral-
lels that for a number of Indo-European languages, particularly the Germanic, Ro-
mance and Celtic languages of Europe (according to Haspelmath (1998)). The Ro-
mance/Germanic perfect construction has been shown to develop out of a (transi-
tive) possessive construction whose predicate is have (Trask, 1979; Vincent, 1982;
Dahl, 1996; Drinka, 2017, inter alia), with Heine and Kuteva (2006) coining the
term ‘possessive perfect’ for such grammaticalisations, said to be rare crosslinguis-
tically. So too in Arabic, where additionally, the possessive construction in Arabic
is itself the result of a grammaticalisation out of a predicative prepositional con-
struction. This is in fact parallel to the Celtic languages, which (excluding Welsh)
have also grammaticalised a possessive perfect, but do not express possession via
have.7 In each case in fact, only one subtype of perfect is grammaticalised from
the possessive construction. In Celtic, it is the existential perfect, while in Arabic,
it is the universal perfect (our aim here is to account for why it is only the universal
perfect that has grammaticalised in Arabic). (18) and (19) illustrate the goal pos-
sessive and location possessive schema (to X,Y> X owns Y and at X,Y> X owns
Y) and their corresponding perfects, for Breton and Irish respectively.
7Ramchand et al. (1997) has an analysis of the Scottish Gaelic version of these constructions in
terms of an AspP, even if no actual verbal form is present.
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(18) a. Ur
a
velo
bike
c’hlas
blue
am
to.1SG
eus
is
I have a blue bike. Breton possession: Heine (1997, 60)
b. Kousket
sleep.PAST.PTCP
am
to.1SG
eus
is
I have slept. Breton existential perfect: Heine and Kuteva (2006, 175)
(19) a. Ta´
is
litir
letter
agam
at.1SG
I have a letter. Irish possession: Heine and Kuteva (2006, 172)
b. Ta´
is
an
the
ba´d
boat
dı´olta
sold.PTCP
aici
at.3SGF
She has sold the boat. Irish existential perfect: Harris (1991, 205)
In the light of these, now consider examples such as (20) and (21) which illus-
trate strikingly similar pairs for Palestinian and Tunisian respectively.
(20) a. ka¯n
be.PFV.3SGM
la-mona
to-Mona
tlat
three
ula¯d
children
Mona had three children. Palestinian possession: Boneh and Sichel (2010, 4)
b. ka¯n
be.PFV.3SGM
il-ha
to-3SGF.GEN
tla¯t
three
sne¯n
year.PL
min
from
yo¯m
day
imm-i
mother-1SG.GEN
ma¯t-et
die.PFV-3SGF
It had been three years since my mother died. Palestinian universal perfect
(21) a. Qind-i
at-1SG.GEN
kteb
book
I have a book. Tunisian possession
b. Qind-na
at-1PL.GEN
Qam
year
tawa
now
ma
NEG
safer-ne-sˇ
travel.PFV-1PL-NEG
il
ALL
èatta
even
bled
country.SGF
oh


r-a
other-SGF
It’s been a year now that we haven’t travelled to another country.
Tunisian universal perfect
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Before looking at the development of the universal perfect construction and
its synchronic syntax, it should be observed that the possessive construction is it-
self the result of a grammaticalisation from a (prepositional) goal/locative struc-
ture. This (precursor) grammaticalisation of a possessive construction from a
goal/locative structure can be visualised in terms of the development of (23) from
(22). This involves the reconceptualisation of the goal/locative argument as a pos-
sessor and subsequent remapping to grammatical functions.8
(22) la/Qand P: ‘to’/‘at’
theme goal/loc
la/Qand < arg 1 arg 2 >
-o -r
SUBJ OBJ
(23) la/Qand V: ‘have’
poss(goal/loc) theme
la/Qand < arg 1 arg 2 >
-o -r
SUBJ OBJ
(non-canonical) ACC case-marking
There is considerable evidence for the synchronic status of la/Qand as a verb
(and the grammatical function mapping in the ‘have’ construction, as shown in
(23)). This includes the choice of the verb-appropriate form used for the expres-
sion of negation, various case and agreement facts, and so forth. This diachronic
path (which may be the result of a grammaticalised topicalised locative structure,
as suggested in Comrie (1991)) results synchronically in a set of non-canonical
forms for the ‘have’ predicate which are referred to as pseudo-verbs in the litera-
ture on Arabic (Comrie, 2008). The term pseudo-verb is used to refer to lexemes
which display a variety of verb-like functions, including those of auxiliaries, but
are either not themselves originally verbal, or if verbal, with obsolete lexical mean-
ing, or a completely grammaticalised meaning that is different from a concurrently
existing lexical counterpart, and inflect very much in the same way as nouns or
prepositions do. As a result, at the hypothesised origin of the grammaticalised pos-
sessive (universal) perfect construction in Arabic we have the pseudo-verbal forms
of (23), illustrated in (20a) and (21a).
(24) Stage 0: V<SUBJ, OBJ> (diachronically derived from (22))
Camilleri (2017, under review) argues that two major ingredients must have
been present within the possessive construction that subsequently grammaticalised
into a universal perfect: (i) a theme argument (expressed by a NP) that was essen-
tially a temporal interval of sorts; (ii) an XADJ whose function would have been
8We use poss atheoretically in (23) as a shorthand for whatever set of lexical entailments make
the goal/locative argument more prominent in the hierarchy under this reconceptualisation.
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similar to that which we hypothesised above as intrinsic to the development of the
PROGRESSIVE construction, discussed in the previous section. (25) exemplifies
the hypothesised route to the grammaticalistion of a possessive universal perfect.9
(25a) is a straightforward possessive construction in which the theme argument
is a temporal interval ‘two free hours’. (25b) is a possessive construction with a
(subject controlled) adjunct alongside a temporal adjunct as theme. This structure
fulfills both these conditions. It is this structure which provides the initial stage for
grammaticalisation, leading to the universal perfect construction in (25c).
(25) a. la-ha
have-3SGF.GEN
saQt-ayn
hour-DU
fa¯Dy-ı¯n
free-PL
She has two free hours. possession
b. la-hai
have-3SGF.GEN
saQt-ayn
hour-DU
fa¯Dy-ahi
free-SGF
She has two hours, free. possession
c. la-hai
have-3SGF.GEN
saQt-ayn
hour-DU
fa¯Dy-ahi
free-SGF
She’s been free for two hours. universal perfect - Kuwaiti
Taking this into account, a more accurate representation of Stage 0 is (26).
(26) Stage 0: V<SUBJ,OBJ[temporal interval]>+XADJ where
("SUBJ) = ("XADJ SUBJ)
Just as in the PROGRESSIVE construction, the clausal adjunct becomes more inte-
grated with the structure and is incorporated into the subcategorisation frame of the
predicate as an embedded clause, by argument-extension, bringing about a change
at the following stage from XADJ > XCOMP, crucially only in cases where the
theme is a temporal interval. We further hypothesise that this highly restricted type
of theme (which expresses a temporal interval) is mapped as an +r argument, that
is, as an OBJ, and thus there is a change involving OBJ > OBJT. The SUBJ of the
pseudo-verb is structure-shared with the XCOMP SUBJ. We therefore identify Stage
I as resulting in structures along the following lines:
(27) Stage I: V<SUBJ,OBJ,XCOMP> where ("SUBJ) = ("XCOMP SUBJ)
Some evidence for the thematically restricted nature of the GF associated with
the temporal interval argument in (27) is the occurrence in the vernaculars of
OBLique expressing temporal intervals, introduced by a min ‘from’ preposition
9Note that the Kuwaiti possessive constructions in (25a)-(25b) also occur synchronically with
Qand ‘at’, but this form cannot be used to give a universal perfect construction. In fact, Qand ‘at’ as
a possessive spread across the Arabic varieties much later, in some cases ousting la itself.
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(or that P incorporated within the complementiser as is the case with melli in
Tunisian), while the possessive construction is (naturally) limited to nominal argu-
ments. Some relevant data is shown in (28), on the basis of which we hypothesise
the Stage II also shown below.
(28) a. il-nai
to-1PL.GEN
min
from
is-sani
DEF-year.SGF
il-ma¯dy-i
DEF-passed-SGF
misˇ
NEG
rayè-e¯ni
go.ACT.PTCP-PL
hunak
there
It’s been since last year that we haven’t been there. Palestinian
b. Qind-humi
at-3PL.GEN
ya-Qerf-ui
3-know.IMPV-PL
bQad


-hom
each.other-3PL.GEN
mes-saGra
from.DEF-childhood
/
/
melli
from.COMP
huma
COP.3PL
sGa¯r
little.PL
They’ve known each other since they were children. Tunisian
(29) Stage II: V<SUBJ,fOBJjOBLg, XCOMP>where ("SUBJ) = ("XCOMP SUBJ)
The next stage must have involved a loss of the SUBJ’s thematicity (i.e. the
development of a raising verb from a control predicate), thus leading to:
(30) Stage III: V<fOBJjOBLg, XCOMP>SUBJ where ("SUBJ) = ("XCOMP SUBJ)
As a result, synchronically we find examples with a non-thematic subject, such
as the 3SGF pleonastic SUBJ with weather verbs (as complements) illustrated in
(31) for a number of vernaculars (and found across all varieties).10
(31) a. il-ai
to-3SGF.GEN
h


amst
five
iyya¯m
day.PL
mGayym-ei
clouded-SGF
It’s been cloudy for five days. Syrian: Hallman (2016, 83)
b. (as-sama)
DEF-sky.SGF
(s


a¯r)-la-ha
become.PFV.3SGM-to-3SGF.GEN
(yum-eyn)
day-DU
t-mattar
3-rain.IMPV.SGF
(min
from
yum-eyn)
day-DU
It’s been raining for two days. Kuwaiti
c. el-mt


a¯r
DEF-rain.SGF
Qind-ha
at-3SGF.GEN
jemQa
week
wahi
CONJ.3SGF.NOM
t-sob
3-rain.IMPV.SGF
It’s been raining for a week. Tunisian
10In (31b) and other examples we also find an optional s


a¯r the 3SGM perfective form of ‘become’
which serves purely as a morphophonological host for the clitic-prone li/la.
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We find further developments from this stage in some vernaculars, though we
do not have the space here to discuss them in any detail. In varieties including Iraqi
and Maltese the perfect auxiliary can optionally exhibit default pleonastic 3SGM
morphology, illustrated in (32) for Maltese, and other developments include the
permissibility of what are putatively tensed COMP as well as XCOMP arguments,
also illustrated by this example.11
(32) Il-u
to-3SGM.GEN


il-i
to-1SG.GEN
z˙mien/sena
time/year
li
COMP
mor-t
go.PFV-1SG
hemm
there
It’s been a year that I went there. Maltese: Camilleri (2016, 167)
One question is whether synchronically the il/la element retains a PRED value
or whether it is the lexical predicate that has actually become the matrix predicate,
as we have argued to be the case of the PROGRESSIVE construction. Camilleri
(under review) suggests that the auxiliary element does retain a PRED value in the
Arabic universal perfect construction. One piece of evidence in support of this
conclusion might be structures such as (33) where we seem to find the universal
perfect auxiliary occurring with a COMP argument containing a pronominal co-
referential with the SUBJ of the perfect auxiliary. (33) could well be an instance of
copy raising which has been discussed for Arabic in Salih (1985), and accounts of
Arabic within LFG in Alotaibi et al. (2013); Camilleri et al. (2014); ElSadek and
Sadler (2015), and which would then provide evidence that the auxiliary within the
universal perfect construction is a PRED-taking one.
(33) Qind-hai
at-3SGF.GEN
Qam
year
tawa
now
[wa
CONJ
ma
NEG
ya-Qref-sˇ
3-know.IMPV.SGM-NEG
esˇ
what
ka¯Qed
PROG.SGM
sa¯yer-i-l-hai]
happen.ACT.PTCP-SGM-EPENT.VWL-DAT-3SGF
It’s been a year now, not knowing what’s happening with her. Tunisian
Collectively, the synchronic data and the grammaticalised hypothesis render a
raising structure, in association to the Universal PERFECT. We demonstrate this
by providing the f-structure associated with one of Hallman’s (2016) data exam-
ples from Syrian, which we analyse as a SUBJ-to-SUBJ raising structure, with the
auxiliary il+INFL associated with an AUX PRED analysis.
(34) ka¯n
be.PFV.3SGM
muna
Muna
il-a
to-3SGF.GEN
h


amst
five
iyya¯m
day.PL
bi-l-èabis
in-DEF-prison
Muna had been in prison for five days.
Syrian: Hallman (2016, 83)
11There are various idiosyncratic dependencies involved here, which we cannot cover here (see
Camilleri (under review) for some discussion). We take the extension to a COMP to constitute a
Stage IV: V<fOBJjOBLg, XCOMPjCOMP>SUBJ where ("SUBJ) = ("XCOMP SUBJ).
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266666666666666666666666666666664
PRED ‘ILA<OBJT, XCOMP>SUBJ’
TENSE PAST
ASPECT PERFECT
SUBJ
26664
PRED ‘MUNA’
PERS 3
NUM SG
GEND F
37775
OBJT
24 PRED ‘IYYA¯M’
ADJ
nh
PRED ‘H


AMST’
io 35
XCOMP
2666664
PRED ‘BI<SUBJ, OBJ>’
SUBJ
OBJ

PRED ‘èABIS’
DEF +

3777775
377777777777777777777777777777775
5 Conclusion
We have discussed two instances of grammaticalisation in Arabic, using LFG to
model the following mismatches:
 No change in the formal expression, but a change in function: the form ga¯Qid
occurs as a lexical verb and as a featural aspectual auxiliary; and the form
li occurs as a lexical preposition and a Aux-PRED expressing the universal
perfect.
 Change in the formal expression, but no change in function: While sharing
the same function of expressing an ASPECTual feature, the element ga¯Qid
has a range of exponents as full, cliticised and prefixed forms in different
varieties; dialects also differ in terms of whether they use la ‘to’ or èand ‘at’
to express a universal perfect (in a common construction).
 Change in the f-structure function but no change in the c-structure: e.g. CPs
introduced by wa ‘and’ can function as XADJs or XCOMPs.
 No change in the formal expression, no change in function, but change in
the a- and c-structures: la/Qand function as the PRED in the f-structure, yet
the c-structure and a-structures differ considerably across the prepositional,
possessive predicate and universal perfect uses.
We have argued that two distinct grammaticalisation paths, those leading to
the development of a PROGRESSIVE construction and a possessive perfect con-
struction expressing a universal PERFECT have both involved some sort of adjunc-
tion > embedded > matrix cline, with the constructions differing in terms of the
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presence/absence of a PRED value in the latter stage. The pattern followed at the
start of the grammaticalisation cline is one which has been discussed for shifts
that have taken place diachronically in the development of Indo-European lan-
guages (Kiparsky, 1995), but which had never been discussed for Arabic. This
commonality suggests that there may be core diachronic processes of syntactic re-
analysis, structural shifts and grammaticalisations which are just as typologically
widespread as instances of the lexical> grammatical item type of grammaticalisa-
tion. Further comparative work on the family of closely related Semitic languages
has the potential to cast further light on the occurrence of this diachronic process
of structural change.
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